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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary age of technology, the term "digital archiving" has come to refer to
a wide variety of computer-based storage and preservation functions and systems. An
archive is defined as a facility or group that preserves records for the future to be accessed
by the public. The archive "accomplishes this task by taking ownership of the records,
ensuring that they are understandable to the accessing community, and managing them so as
to preserve their information, content and authenticity" ("Reference Model for an Open
Archival System (OAIS)", 1999).
The growth of information available and the need for accurate and easily accessible
records is a dilemma that has faced the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. The Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command is responsible for the storage and maintenance of
the archived records for all logistics and management transactions regarding specific Naval
Technical Manuals. Previous methods for archiving Naval Technical Manual management
records were accomplished through paper-based communications and data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. As these archived
records often fell victim to human error and miscommunications, the Naval Supply Systems
Command developed the Naval Logistics Library to create a more effective method of
archiving management records.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this study was to determine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval
Technical Manual management records archived with use of the Naval Logistics Library as
compared to records archived through paper-based communications and data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The following research objectives apply to this study:
1.

Identify problems with accuracy and accessibility within Naval Technical Manual
management records archived through paper-based communications and data input
at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command.

2.

Examine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval Technical Manual management
records archived through the electronic Naval Logistics Library.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
In 1991, the Naval Supply Systems Command took over document inventory
management functions for the United States Navy through a merge with the Naval
Inventory Control Point in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. Included in this tasking was the
responsibility to communicate with the various Document Sponsors throughout the United
States Navy to ensure accuracy and currency for the storage, maintenance and distribution of
the Sponsor's documents. The newly merged Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command was also specifically tasked with the storage and maintenance of the
archived records of all logistics and management transactions for the Sponsor's documents.
Prior to the Naval Logistics Llbrary, communication between Document Managers at
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command and Document
Sponsors was accomplished through a paper-copy, FPSR form. This form was submitted to
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command via mail. Document

Managers would manually update the information received from the Sponsor into the
Master Data File, the database used for storing the records of all Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command transactions. This process was often the victim of
human error and miscommunication. Also, if a Sponsor wanted to access these archived
records, a further hard-copy request had to be submitted to the Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command via mail. A large paper printout of the Master Data
File, often containing up to 100 pages, would be sent back to the Sponsor through the mail.
Due to the size of the document, and mail and receipt time, the process could take up to
several months. As the receipt time for copies of the Master Data File was so lengthy, if
there were inaccuracies and errors identified with the management record, it would take a
considerable amount of time, with mailed communication to and from the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command, to rectify the error.
The Naval Logistics Library is a centralized digital repository, served by an Oracle-based
database, for the archiving of all digital Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command documentation and a web-based gateway by which Navy Sponsors
communicate with Document Managers at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. The structure of the Naval Logistics
Library, providing a direct, digital link to the Master Data File, allows for the immediate
update of the records at the Master Data File, as new Sponsor communications are input online.

There is no longer the use of hard-copy communication and data input at the Naval

Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command for the archiving of records at
the Master Data File. The Naval Logistics Library also allows access to these archived
document management records from the Master Data File through the worldwide web.
Currently, the U.S. Navy manages 151,000 Naval Technic~ Manuals through the Master

,.,
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Data File at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command (Smith,
2000).

With previous use of hard-copy communication and data input at the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in the archiving of all logistics transactions
at the Master Data File, records often contained human error and inaccuracies. Further, the
tum-around time for the receipt of a copy of these archived records was lengthy,
compromising the currency of the records. As the Document Sponsors themselves create
and update management records for their Naval Technical Manuals through the Naval
Logistics Library, the responsibility for maintaining the accuracy of the management records
falls upon the Document Sponsor. However, since the management records can be accessed

immediately through the Naval Logistics Library, inaccuracies can be identified much
quicker and resolved without lengthy communication time between the Document Sponsor
and the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. Evaluating the
perceptions and opinions of the Document Sponsors of Naval Technical Manuals aids in
determining the ease of accessibility of the archived records through the Naval Logistics
Library as compared to records archived with use of the hard-copy FPSR form and data
input at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command.

LIMITATIONS
The following limitations apply to this study:
1. The Naval Technical Manual Sponsors surveyed had submitted Naval Technical
Manuals management records to the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command with the FPSR form via mail and with use of the Naval Logistics
Library.
2.
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The study was concerned only with the archived management records of Naval
Technical Manuals.

ASSUMPTIONS
This study was based upon the following assumptions:
1.

Archiving Naval Technical Manual management records is more efficient with use of
the Naval Logistics Library.

2. The records archived using the Naval Logistics Library are more easily accessible
than the records archived using the hard-copy FPSR form and data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg,
PA.
3. Document Sponsors can easily identify and rectify management record error with
use of the Naval Logistics Library.
4. The records produced using the Naval Logistics Library provide the same
information as the records produced using the hard-copy FPSR form and data input
at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA.

PROCEDURES
The method used to evaluate the accuracy and accessibility of the archived management
records with use of the Naval Logistics Library was a survey. Surveys were distributed via email to prospective subjects. The surveys were sent only to Document Sponsors who
managed Naval Technical Manuals through the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval
Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA. The survey contained questions designed
to measure the Document Sponsors' perceptions and attitudes regarding use of the Naval
Logistics Library and use of the hard-copy FPSR form for the management. The subjects
used for the study were selected as a random sample. The resulting data was analyzed
through a comparison of the Mean answers for each question.
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DEFINITION OF TEJiMS
The following terms were used and found essential for understanding this study:

1. Naval Logistics Library: The Naval Logistics Library is a centralized digital
repository, served by an Oracle-based database, for Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command documentation and a web-based gateway by
which Navy Sponsors communicate with Document Managers at the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA. The web site is
located at www.NLL.Navsup.Navy.mil.
2. FPSR: The FPSR is a Navy-created, paper form by which Document Sponsors
communicate via mail with Document Managers at Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA. The FPSR form is
presented in Appendix A.
3. Document Sponsor: Any field activity within the United States Navy who stores,
manages and distributes their documentation through the Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA.
4. Master Data File: The Master Data File serves as a centralized data repository for
the recording and storing of all logistics transactions and management requirements
associated with document requisition and Sponsor document management tasking.
5. Logistics Transaction: Any transaction involving the ordering of a Naval Technical
Manual, request for changes to the technical manual, request for changes to the storage
and distribution of the technical manual, or any specifo::: transmission of information or
request between a Document Sponsor and Document Manager at the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA.
6. Naval Technical Manual Document Management: Monitoring and control of the
format, media, availability, storage and security classification of a Naval Technical
Manual. This is accomplished through communications between Document Managers
at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA, and Naval Technical Manual Document Sponsors via the FPSR
form and the Naval Logistics Library.
7. Naval Technical Manual: A technical publication that describes a Navy-based
system with corresponding parts and components regarding maintenance, operation and
related administrative processes and procedures.

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER
The first chapter of this study introduced the reader to the archiving of Naval Technical
Manual management and logistics records through the use of the Naval Logistics Library
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and through paper-based communications and data input at the Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. This study will examine the accuracy and
accessibility of Naval Technical Manual management records archived with use of the Naval
Logistics Library compared to records archived through paper-based communications and
data input at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command.
The following chapters of this study present a review of relevant literature (Chapter II),
the methods and procedures utilized in conducting this stqdy (Chapter III), the findings
generated from this study (Chapter IV), and summary, coqclusion and recommendations
(Chapter V).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the benefits of digital archiving
upon Naval TechnicaI Manual management records with qse of the Naval Logistics Library.
The material contained in this chapter will provide a clearer definition of electronic archiving
in support of the Naval Logistics Library, and examine the methods by which Naval
Technical Manual management and logistics records have been and currently are archived at
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA.
Of particular interest to this study is a review of previous research examining the role and
responsibilities of the organizations tasked with archiving records through a digital medium.

TRANSFORMING THE PROCESS
ln 199(), the Naval Logistic"' Llbr'MY ·wa$ miplemented on-lin.e to prnv:ide NalTal
document-ordering capabilities to a number of military personnel within the Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. The Naval Logistics Library, at
that time, contained the logistics records for only 178 Naval Supply Technical Manuals.
With the success of the Naval Logistics Library, and a growing need for accessible Naval
Technical Manuals, the Naval Logistics Library expanded rapidly ("Transforming the
Process", 1999).
With such a rise in use, the problems with the archiving of the greatly increased number
of logistics transactions also surfaced. When the Naval Logistics Library first became
available online, records were printed-out weekly from the database serving the Naval
Logistics Library, and forwarded to Document Managers l:lt the Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, for input into the Master

0

0

Data File. Document Sponsors could only make updates to these archived records through
a hard-copy FPSR form, which was submitted to the Document Managers via mail. To
access these records, the Document Sponsor would submit a further FPSR and receive a
large, printed-out copy of the Master Data File via mail.
In time, it became necessary to print-out the database serving the Naval Logistics library
daily, and the storage capacity of the database increasingly became inadequate. The Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command became inundated and
backlogged with FPSR forms, and could not keep up with the size of data to be input from
the Naval Logistics Library into the Master Data File. This adversely affected the currency
and accuracy of the records input into the Master Data File. In a conference of September
30, 1999, the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command put forth the
System Requirements and Specification Documentation for the Naval Logistics Library,
specifically addressing the problems with support technology and the archiving of records:
In the immediate future, the processes of archiving records related to
Navy supply requisitioning and order fulfillment will undergo a major
transition. During this transition, the Naval Supply Systems Command
plans to improve upon antiquated policies and supply procedures through
the application of emerging digital technology where possible ("Naval
Logistics Library (NLL): System Requirements and Specification
Document", 1999).
To eliminate database storage problems, a separate network computer server was added
to support the Naval Logistics Library. The original server hosted solely the catalogue of all
digital documents available through the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command, while the new server would serve as the database for all archived
transaction records completed on-line through the Naval Logistics Library. While
eliminating the urgent problem of space and memory at the source of the Naval Logistics
Library, Document Managers at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems
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Command were still consistently backlogged with an increasing amount of FPSR forms and
data to be input at the Master Data File.
In 2000, with the extended memory and storage space created by the second server, and
the available digital technology, a direct link was created between the Naval Logistics Library
and the Master Data File. Through special on-line forms at the Naval Logistics Library,
Document Sponsors could create, update and access logistic records on-line through the
Naval Logistics Library. The FPSR form was no longer used, and Document Managers at
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command no longer entered data
into the Master Data File. As a logistic transaction was completed, a digital link would
immediately transmit a record of the transaction to the Master Data File, eliminating any
input of data by Document Managers. Document Sponsors would have immediate access to
the archived records from the Master Data File through the Naval Logistics Library. Chief
Laurie Smith (US Navy, retired), subject matter expert for the Naval Logistics Library, stated
of the advances to the Naval Logistics Library: "By early 2001, the backlog will be almost
eliminated at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command, and the
new records do not have the problems inherent to the older processes" (Smith, 2001 ).

TECHNICAL MANUAL MANAGEMENT
The Master Data File contains 20 fields of data with the req_uirements for the monitoring
and control of the format, media, availability, storage and security classification for Naval
Technical Manuals. "Naval Technical Manual Sponsors must provide this information to
the Master Data File, so as to be allowed to store, manage and distributes their
documentation through the Naval Supply Systems Command" (Smith, 2001).
Presented in Table 1 are the data fields &om the Master Data File concerning Naval
Technical Manual management and a brief description of each field. The information
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contained in each field corresponds to the information provided from both the previous
FPSR form and special on-line screens at the Naval Logistics Llbrary. Each Naval Technical
Manual Sponsor maintains control over their own documentation for the purpose of
creating, updating and deleting management data at the Master Data File (Smith, 2000).

Table 1. Master Data File Fields and Descriptions
Field of Data
Title
Publication Number
Stock Number
Document Sponsor
Record Type

Basic or Change
Date of Publication
Replaced by Stock Number
Media Type
Number of Pa1?Cs
Unit of Issue
Quantity per Unit of Issue
Maximum Order Quantity
Commercial Price
Forewi Militarv Sale Price
Is this a New Item?
Is this item Frozen?
Date of Freeze
Security Classification

Description
The official title of the Technical Manual.
The number and letters assigned to the Technical Manual by the
sponsor. The publication number contains the official Navy acronym
for the sponsor and an abbreviated title.
The unique number assigned to Technical Manuals in order of
placement into the Master l)ata File as a means of identification.
The specific owner and manager of the Technical Manual.
This indicates whether the item is active and available for requisition, or
cancelled/superseded and not recommended for current use by the
sponsor. When a document is cancelled/ superseded and not
reconunended for current use by the sponsor, the document is not
beinl!: produced further.
A basic Technical Manual is a complete document as origirutlly written
or revised A change is a document, which, in itself, is incomplete, but
is intended to be inserted into the basic document
The date on which the original Technical Manual, revision or reprint to
the Technical Manual was oroduced for publication.
When a Technical Manual has been cancelled or superseded, this
indicates the new stock number that replaced the cancelled/superseded
Technical Manual.
The fonnat in which the Technical Manual is produced. The available
formats are: paper, microfilm, game, floppy diskette, microfiche, CD·
ROM, videocassette, and website.
The number of pages contained in the Technical Manual.

This identifies how the Technical Manual will be distributed. The
available units of issue are: box, nackaire, set, each and pad
This identifies how many individual items are in one unit when the
Technical Manual is distributed.
The maximum quantity that may be ordered in a single requisition.
The selling price of a Technical Manual. This cost includes printing,
stonure, distribution and development costs.
The selling price of the Technical Manual to Foreign Military Agencies.
This indicates that a Technical Manual is new to the Naval Supply
system, and has not been offered through the Naval Inventory Control
Point/Naval Sunnlv Svstems Command for distribution previously.
This indicates when a situation has occurred which prevents
requisitions for a particular Technical Manual from being accepted.
The date on which a Technical Manual was placed in a freeze status.

This indicates the level of federal security clearance required to order
the Technical Manual

Agencies Authorized to Requisition
Backorder Restriction
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This identifies the services and/ or agencies that are authorized to order
a particular Technical Manual.
This indicates when a situation has occurred which prevents backorders
from being accepted. A backorder is when a requisition is placed for a
Technical Manual that is not currently in stock at the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Suoolv Systems Command.

ARCHIVAL ROLES AND REPQNSIBILITIES
As the millennium rapidly approached, organizations around the world began to grow
increasingly more concerned with the longevity of digital information. "The explosive
growth of information in digital forms has posed a severe ~hallenge not only for traditional
archives and their information providers, but also for many other organizations in the
government, commercial and non-profit sectors. These organizations are finding that they
need to take on the informational preservation functions typically associated with traditional
archives because digital information is easily lost or corrupted" ("Reference Model for an
Open Archival System (OAIS)", 1999).
There are several organizations worldwide that have conducted significant background
research in the area of digital archiving in relation to digital hbraries. These include EVA
(Acquisition and Archiving of Electronic Network Publications-Finland), the National
Digital Archive Datasets (United Kingdom), and CCSDS (Consultative Committee for Space
Data Systems-United States). Several countries have joined efforts in digital electronic
archiving to create specifications, standards and models for the archiving of digital
information. "A joint statement concerning electronic records management has been issued
by the public records archives of the US, Australia, the UK and Canada. The UK, Australia

and the European Union have significant electronic initiatives underway' (Carroll and
Hodge, 1999).

From these specifications and standards, the guidelines for the roles and

responsibilities of those organizations trusted with the preservation of digital records have
begun to take shape. Neil McLean of Acquire University does caution of the uncertainty of
the full scope of the responsibilities of the archive, specifically to the general community, as
the path of digital technology has just begun. It is apparent that the role of the archive as it
relates to digital preservation still holds characteristics of the traditional role of the archive

1 "\
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for printed material. Whether digital or print, the archive must maintain the integrity,
accuracy and currency of the records, ensure the longevity of the storage of information, and
allow easy accessibility &om the outside community (McClean, 1998).
In April, 1999, an international conference was held in Munich, Germany, to examine
proposed models for digital archive systems and re-evaluate the roles and responsibilities of
the archive in light of the change of media &om print to digital. In the report, "Digital
Electronic Archiving: The State of the Art and the State of the Practice", sponsored by the
International Council for Scientific and Technical Information (ICSTI), several models,
incorporating operational systems currently being tested throughout the world, were
proposed for various scenarios of digital archiving needs. Each model, though continuing
the roles and responsibilities relating to the traditional, print-media archive, put forth specific
responsibilities for the archive appropriate to the differing environments. The report
identified five major models based upon information flow, responsibility and ownership of
the data, and the economic model.
The Data Center Model is the closest environment to the traditional archive. The role of
the data center is to store and provide access to data that a creator or producer provides to
the archive. In this study of the Naval Logistics Library, the Document Sponsor serves as
the creator and producer of the logistics transactions, and the Master Data File at the Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command, serves as the centralized data
center. "The data deposited with the center may be created by the center itself or deposited
by others who are partners in the particular mission, but the accurate acquisition and
collection of information is the responsibility of the center. In addition many data centers
provide services to a particular user community as a means of disseminating the information
more broadly - use of the information is often key to the centers' missions. These data
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centers categorize themselves as active archives, meaning that the data is continually reused and
added to" (Carroll and Hodge, 1999). The definition of this model reinforces the
responsibilities of the archive in the traditional print media, as well as adding to the
responsibility of easy access to archived information to include the appropriate distribution
of the digital records.
In the ICSTI report, Carroll and Hodge put forth the benefits and challenges of the
centralized data center, taking into consideration the roles and responsibilities of the archive
in the digital environment. The benefits and challenges arc as follows:

The benefits of a Centralized Data Center:
• Increased control as one archiving organization.
• Easier adherence to traditional and forthcoming digital
archival standards.
1. Easier integration of data from various datasets.
The challenges of a Centralized Data Center:
2. Funding is a consideration. With funding limited to active
records, there is a question as to what will happen to older
data.
3. More difficult for the central organization to react to changes
in hardware and software technologies and the needs of a
large and diverse user community.
4. Requires the transfer of data or redundant storage by two
separate sources, which may result in issues of validity, accuracy and
ownership (Carroll and Hodge, 1999).
In this age of technology and with an international push forward for digital archiving, the
Master Data File at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA, has great responsibilities to the Document Sponsor and the general
community to uphold the integrity of the archived records and to ensure the longevity of
this information.
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SUMMARY
The review of literature presented an overview of the changing processes used by the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, to
archive logistics transactions, and several of the obstacles faced in creating the current digital
archive through the Naval Logistics Library. 1bis chapter also provided developing models
and expert assessments of digital archiving from convergitlg international efforts, while
putting forth the benefits and challenges of the applicable centralized data center model. As
the field of digital technology is relatively new and the technology is dynamic, strict
definitions and characteristics of the roles and responsibilities of the digital archive are still
developing. The digital archive, however, would still encompass the responsibilities of the
traditional, print-media archive.
Chapter III discusses the methodology used to accomplish the study's research
objectives. 1bis chapter also considers instrument design and administration.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the methods and procedures used to administer
the instrument used in this study. Topics addressed in Chapter III are population,
instrument design, methods of data collection and statistic'11 analysis. A summary is also
provided.

POPULATION
The subjects selected for this study were a random sample. The study was concerned
with Naval Technical Manual Sponsors. A list of prospective Naval Technical Manual
Sponsors was created. Each subject must have used both the Naval Logistics Library and
the hard-copy FPSR form for creating and accessing Naval Technical Manual logistics
records. By assigning numbers to each subject and drawing numbers, the 100 subjects for
the study were selected at random.

INSTRUMENT DESIGN
The instrument used in this study was a closed-form survey inventory. The survey
contained 13 questions. The questions regarded the subjects' experiences using the FPSR
form and the Naval Logistics Library for technical manual management and accessing
archived logistic transactions records with use of the FPSR form and the Naval Logistics
Library.
The possible answers to the survey questions were presented using a five-point Likert
Scale. An additional option of "Not Applicable" was also provided. Each point of the fivepoint scale was assigned a corresponding attitudinal value. The survey used in this study is
presented in Appendix A.

1L
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METHODS OF DATA COLJECTION
Surveys were distributed via e-mail attachment to the 100 prospective subjects.

The

surveys were attached to an accompanying introductory e-mail message. The introductory
message included the purpose and significance of the study and a notice of the researcher
performing the study. The prospective subjects were instructed to complete the survey and
return the completed survey to the researcher via e-mail.
The introductory e-mail message used in this survey is presented in Appendix B.

STATIS'I'ICAL ANALYSIS
The responses received &om the survey were examined for the following information:
completeness of the survey and compatibility with the requirements of the study. After
selection, the number of instances (N) at which a given response occurred, the percentage at
which each response occurred in comparison to the other available responses, and the Mean
scores were calculated for each question on the survey and compared.

SUMMARY
This chapter described the methods and Qrocedures used to conduct this study.
Selection of the sample population, instrument design, methods of data collection and
statistical analysis were discussed. In Chapter IV, the findings of this study will be presented.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval
Technical Manual management records archived with use of the Naval Logistics library as
compared to records archived through paper-based communications and data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. Chapter IV presents the
survey results in the form of tables and concludes with a summary of the results.

REPONSE TO THE SURVEY
The survey was delivered via e-mail to 100 Naval Technical Manual Document
Sponsors. There was a one hundred percent response rate to the survey.

SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS
The instrument used in this study was a closed-form survey inventory. The survey
contained 13 questions. The questions regarded the subjects' experiences using the FPSR
form and the Naval Logistics Library for technical manual management, and accessing
archived logistic transactions records with use of the FPSR form and the Naval Logistics
library.
The following provides an analysis of the information gathered through the responses to
the survey. After each question, the number of instances (N) at which a given response
occurred and the percentage at which each response occurred in comparison to the other
available responses is provided in a table. The Mean scores for each question are also
provided.

Question 1: I currently have active Naval Technical Manuals managed through
the NLL. Question 1 was designed to determine whether or not the responding subjects

10
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had experience with use of the Naval Logistics Library for the management of Naval
Technical Manuals. 1bis is necessary requirement for the study, as use of the Naval
Logistics Library is compared to use of the hard-copy FPSR form. for document
management. Of the 100 respondents, all (100%) responded, "Yes."

Table 2. Survey Ouestioti 1
Response

YES

NO

Number of Instances Percenta!!'e
100
100%
0
0%

Question 2: I hin'e made ~hang~s to~ status of c), Naval Technical Manual 'ff'.ith
use of the hard-copy FPSR form. Thirty-seven respondents (37%) strongly agreed with
this question, sixty-one respondents (61%) agreed with the question, and two respondents
(2%) answered as "Not Applicable." The mean for Question 2 was 4.29. This indicates that

the respondents agreed with this question.

Table 3. Survey Question 2
Number of Instances
37
61
0
0
0

Percen
37%
61%
0%
0%
0%

2

2%

e

Mean 4.29
Question 3: The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual
through the hard-copy FPSR form have been updated to the Technical Manual's
archived record quickly. Eighteen respondents (18%) agreed with this question, six
respondents (6%) were uncertain, forty-five respondents (45%) disagreed with this question,
twenty-eight respondents (28%) strongly disagreed with this question, and 3 respondents
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answered as "Not Applicable." The mean for Question 3 was 2.08. This indicates that the
respondents disagreed with this question.

Table 4. Survey Questjon 3
Number of Inst~ces Percent
0
18
18%
6
6%
45
45%
28
28%
3
3%
Mean 2.08

e

0

Question 4: The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual

with use of the hard-cop_y FPSR form have been reflected in the archived record
accurately. Twenty-two respondents (22%) agreed with this question, five respondents

(5%) were uncertain, thirty-six respondents (36%) disagreed with this question, thirty-four
respondents (34%) strongly disagreed with this question, and 3 respondents answered as
"Not Applicable." The mean for Question 4 was 2.09. This indicates that the respondents
disagreed with this question.

Table 5. Survey Question 4
Number of Instances Percen
0

0%

22
5

22%
5%
36%

36
34
3
Mean 2.09

e

34%

3%

Question 5: I have requested copies of the Master Data File (MDF) &om the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply System~ Command in Mechanicsbur~
PA,. to view Naval Technical Manual management res;ords. Eighteen respondents

(18%) strongly agreed with this question, seventy-one respondents (71 %) agreed with this
question, four respondents (4%) were uncertain, two respondents (2%) disagreed with this
question, and five respondents (5%) strongly disagreed with this question. The mean for
Question 5 was 3.95. This indicates that the respondents agreed with this question.

Table 6. Survey Que§tion 5
Number of Instances Percen
18
71
4
2
5
0

e

18%
71%
4%
2%
5%
0%

Mean 3.95
Question 6: I have had difficulties receiving copie~ of the Master Data File
(MDF) from the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA. Eighty-six respondents (86%) strongly agreed with this question,
eight respondents (8%) agreed with this question, two respondents (2%) were uncertain, and
four respondents (4%) strongly disagreed with this question. The mean for Question 6 was
4. 7 6. 1bis indicates that the respondents strongly agreed with this question.

Table 7. Survey Question 6
Number of Instances Percen
86%
86
8

2
4
0
0

e

8%
2%
4%
0%
0%

Mean 4.76
Question 7: I have made changes to the status of-¾ Naval Technical Manual with
use of the Naval Logistics Library. Sixty-two responpents (62%) strongly agreed with

,.., 1
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this question, thirty-three respondents agreed with this question, one respondent (1 %) was
uncertain, three respondents (3%) disagreed with this qurstion, and one respondent (1 %)
strongly disagreed with this question. The mean for Question 7 was 4.52. This indicates
that the respondents agreed with this question.

Table 8. Survey Ouestjon 7
Number of Ins~ces
62
33
1
3
1
0

Percen
62%
33%
1%
3%
1%
0%

e

Mean 4.52
Question 8: The chaqges I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual
through the Naval Logistics Library have been updated tq the Technical Manual's
archived record quickly. Twelve respondents (22%) strongly agreed with this question,
eighty-two respondents (82%) agreed with this question, three respondents (3%) were
uncertain, and three respondents (3%) disagreed with this question. The mean for Question
8 was 4.03. This indicates that the respondents agreed with this question.

Table 9. Survey Ouestjon 8
Number of Ins~ces
12
82
3
3
0
0

Percen
12%
82%
3%
3%
0%

e

0%

Mean 4.03
Question 9: The changes I have made to the sta:tuf of a Naval Technical Manual
with use of the Naval Logistics Library have been re~cted in the archived record

accurately. Ten respondents (10%) strongly agreed with this question, eighty-five
respondents (85%) agreed with this question, three respondents (3%) were uncertain, two
respondents (2%) disagreed with this question, and one respondent (1 %) strongly disagreed
with this question. The mean for Question 9 was 4.04. This indicates that the respondents
agreed with this question.

Table 10. Survey Ouestjon 9
Number of InsU\nces Percent
10
10%
85
85%
3
3%
2
2%
1
1%
0
0%
Mean 4.04

e

Question 10; l have accessed Naval Technical Mapua] management records

through the Naval Logistics Library. Eighteen respondents (18%) strongly agreed with
this question, eighty-one respondents (81%) agreed with this question, and one respondent
(1%) was uncertain. The mean for Question 10was 4.17. 'This indicates that the
respondents disagreed with this question.

Table 11. Survey Question 10
Number of Instances Percen
18%
18
81%
81
1%
1
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
Mean 4.17

e

Question 11: I have had difficulties accessing N av!Jl Technical Manual
management records through the Naval Logistics Library. Two respondents (2%)

Question 13: Overall, I have been satisfied with N,val Technical Manual
management with the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems
Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, with use of the Na:yal Logistics Library. Seventynine respondents (79%) strongly agreed with this question, 18 respondents (18%) agreed
with this question and three respondents (3%) disagreed with this question. The mean for
Question 13 was 4.73. This indicates that the respondents strongly agreed with this
question.

Table 14. Survey Question 13
Number of Ins~nces Percen
79%
79
18%
18
0%
0
3%
3
0%
0
0%
0
Mean 4.73

e

SUMMARY
This chapter presented analysis of the data collected for this research study to
determine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval Technical Manual management records
archived with use of the Naval Logistics Llbrary as compared to records archived through
paper-based communications and data input at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval
Supply Systems Command.
Chapter V provides the researcher's Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations.
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agreed with this question, one respondent (1 %) was uncertain, eighty-five respondents (85%)
disagreed with this question, and twelve respondents (12%) strongly disagreed with this
question. The mean for Question 11 was 1.93. This indicates that the respondents
disagreed with this question.

Table 12. Survey Ouestjon 11
Number oflnst~ces Percen
0
0%
2

1
85
12
0
Mean 1.93

e

2%
1%
85%
12%
0%

Question 12: Overall I have been satisfied with N,val Technical Manual
mana~ment with the Naval Inventory Control Point/Nayal Supply Systems
Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, with use of the hard-copy FPSR form. Twenty-one
respondents (21 %) agreed with this question, one respondent (1 %) was uncertain, forty-five
respondents (45%) disagreed with this question, and thirty-three respondents (33%) strongly
disagreed with this question. The mean for Question 12 was 2.10. This indicates that the
respondents disagreed with this question.

Table 13. Survey Question 12
Number oflns~ces Percen
0%
0
21
1

45
33
0
Mean 2.10
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21%
1%
45%
33%

0%

e

CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The problem of this study was to determine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval
Technical Manual management records archived with use of the Naval Logistics Library as
compared to records archived through paper-based communications and data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. This chapter summarizes
the research study, draws conclusions based upon the findings of the data, and provides
recommendations based upon there conclusions.

SUMMARY
The growth of information available and the need for accurate and easily accessible
records is a dilemma that has faced the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply
Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA. The Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval
Supply Systems Command is responsible for the storage and maintenance of the archived
records for all logistics and management transactions regarding specific Naval Technical
Manuals. Previous methods for archiving Naval Technical Manual management records
were accomplished through paper-based communications (hard-copy FPSR form) and data
input at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. The Naval
Supply Systems Command developed the Naval Logistics Library to create a more effective
method of archiving management records.
Through this study, the researcher attempted to compare the previous method for
archiving Naval Technical Manual management records through paper-based
communications and data input at the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems
Command to the Naval Logistics Library. The survey used in this research study was

""'
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designed to determine the accuracy and accessibility of Naval Technical Manual management
records archived through paper-based communications and data input at the Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command and the Naval Logistics Library
based upon the perceptions and attitudes of the 100 Naval Technical Manual Document
Sponsors who were surveyed. The response rate to the stlfVey was 100 percent.
The conclusions and recommendations for this research study were based upon the data
collected through the surveys.

CONCLUSIONS
The fust goal of this 1.esearch study wa:s to determine ifNa:9-al Technical Manual
Document Sponsors had experienced any problems with accuracy or accessibility within
Naval Technical Manual management records archived with use of the hard-copy FPSR
form. Questions #3, 4 and 6 of the survey specifically targeted Document Sponsors'
attitudes towards use of the hard-copy FPSR form and communications with the Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command. The calculation of the mean for
the responses to each of these questions indicated that Document Sponsors had difficulties
accessing and examining logistics transactions, and had found inaccuracies within
management records.
Questions #8, 9 and 11 of the survey addressed the second research goal of this study,
examining the accuracy and accessibility of Naval Technical Manual management records
archived through the electronic Naval Logistics Library. The calculation of the mean for the
responses to each of these survey questions indicated that Document Sponsors had
experienced very few difficulties accessing and examining logistics transactions, and had
found very few inaccuracies among the records archived through the Naval Logistics
Library.

,.,,.,
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The final two questions of the survey determined Docµment Sponsors' level of overall
satisfaction with Technical Manual Management with use of the hard-copy FPSR form and
with use of the Naval Logistics Library. The calculation of the mean for the responses to
both of the survey questions indicated that Naval Technical Manual Document Sponsors
were, overall, dissatisfied with the previous methods of technical manual management
through use of the hard-copy FPSR form and communications with the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, and highly satisfied
with use of the Naval Logistics Library for Naval technical Manual management.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the findings and conclusions of this research study, the researcher makes the
following recommendations:
1.

Examine the specific inaccuracies among records archived through data input at the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command so as to pinpoint
and correct other possible errors within the Master Data File.

2.

Provide training and technical and user support so as to ensure that all Naval
Technical Manual Document Sponsors have been fully trained and correctly use the
Technical Manual management capabilities at the Naval Logistics Library.

3.

Expand the Naval Logistics Library to include publications and management
functionality from other military services.
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APPENDIX A:
SAMPLE OF SURVEY
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SURVEY: THE EFFECTS UPON
NAVAL TECHNICAL MANUAL MANAGEMENT
WITH USE OF THE NAVAL LOGISTICS LIBRARY
The purpose of this study is to determine the accuracy and
accessibility of Naval Technical Manual logistics records through the
Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA, created with use of the Naval Logistics Library in
comparison to logistics records created with use of the hard-copy FPSR
form.
Directions: After selecting your response, please place an "X" next the
corresponding letter for your response in the space designated
"Selection."
1.

I currently have active Naval Technical Manuals managed through the NLL.
Selection

Description
A
B

2.

No.

I have made changes to the status of a Naval Technical Manual with use of
the hard-copy FPSR form.
Selection
A
B
C

D
E
F
3.

ee.

Stro

The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual through
the hard-copy FPSR form have been updated to the Technical Manual's
archived record quickly.
Selection

A
B
C

D
E

F

~1
.J 1

e.

Uncertain.

4.

The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual with use
of the hard-copy FPSR form have been reflected in the archived record
accurately.
Selection
A
B
C
D
E
F

5.

ee.

ee.

I have requested copies of the Master Data Fil~ (MDF) from the Naval
Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg,
PA, to view Naval Technical Manual management records.
Selection

A
B
C
D
E
F

6.

ee.

e.

I have had difficulties receiving copies of the Master Data File (MDF) from
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA.
Selection
A
B
C
D
E
F
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Uncertain.

7.

I have made changes to the status of a Naval Technical Manual with use of
the Naval Logistics Library.
Selection
A
B

C
D
E

ee.
e.
Uncertain.
Dis
Stro

F

8.

The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual through
the Naval Logistics Library have been updated to the Technical Manual's
archived record quickly.
Selection
A
B
C

D
E
F

9.

ee.
ee.
Uncertain.
Dis
Stro

The changes I have made to the status of a Naval Technical Manual with use
of the Naval Logistics Library have been reilected in the archived record
accurately.
Selection
A

B
C

D
E
F
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ee.

Uncertain.
Dis
Stro

10.

I have accessed Naval Technical Manual man~ement records through the
Naval Logistics Library.
Selection
A
B
C
D
E
F

11.

ee.

e.

I have had difficulties accessing Naval Technical Manual management
records through the Naval Logistics Library.
Selection
A
B
C

ee.

D
E
F
12.

e.

Overall, I have been satisfied with Naval Technical Manual management with
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA, with use of the hard-copy FPSR form.
Selection
A
B
C
D
E
F
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ee.
Uncertain.

13.

Overall, I have been satisfied with Naval Techp.ical Manual management with
the Naval Inventory Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in
Mechanicsburg, PA, with use of the Naval Logistics Library.
Selection
A

ee.

B
C
D
E
F

Thank you for your participation in this study.
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APPENDIXB:
INTRODUCTORY E-MAIL MESSAGE
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June 18, 2001
Dear Naval Technical Manual Sponsor,
I am requesting your assistance in conducting a study to determine the satisfaction of
Document Sponsors who manage Naval Technical Manuals with the Naval Inventory
Control Point/Naval Supply Systems Command in Mechanicsburg, PA, through the Naval
Logistics library. The purpose of this study is to determine the accuracy and accessibility of
Naval Technical Manual logistics records created with use of the Naval Logistics Llbrary in
comparison to logistics records created with use of the hard-copy FPSR form. This study is
being conducted in part to fulfill the requirements for my graduate program in Occupational
and Technical Education at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, VA.
Your participation in this study is vital to determining the effectiveness of the Naval
Logistics Llbrary for management of Naval Technical Manuals. If your document
management requirements are not being met, then the management of Naval Technical
Manuals through the Naval Logistics Llbrary is not adequate to the needs of the Document
Sponsor. Your responses to this survey, as they are prese:q.ted through my study, may be
used to facilitate necessary changes to the technology available through the Naval Logistics
Library as it applies to Naval Technical Manual management. This information may also be
used to determine how future advancements can be applied to the Naval Logistics Llbrary.
Attached is a survey that should take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Upon
completion, please return the survey to me as an email attachment within a week. After you
open and download the e-mail attachment and complete the survey, save the completed
survey in your "Temp" folder. When e-mailing back your survey, attach the saved survey
from the "Temp" folder to your return e-mail. Your answers will remain confidential and
used only for the purpose of this study. If you have any questions or concerns with
completion of the survey or transmission of the survey back to me, please feel free to
contact me via phone or e-mail.
Thank you for your participation in this study.
Sincerely,
Anna Lee Dobrowolski,
Graduate Student, Old Dominion University
Miknani@aol.com
757-923-4292
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